EMPOWER YOUR USERS
WITH VISUALSP’S
IN-CONTEXT TRAINING
Avoid costly and lengthy employee
training. With VisualSP, you can now
deliver users the answers they need,
when they need it.

Available for:

Custom Web App

WHY VISUALSP?
Microsoft 365 and Dynamics 365 landscape is overwhelming. With so many
applications to learn, how can users get the most from each without undertaking
expensive & time-consuming training courses?
That’s where VisualSP comes in. By empowering users with customizable Just-in-time
tips and in-product support built in-line with your business processes, VisualSP’s
Microsoft 365 and Dynamics 365 training platform helps users get tasks done in the
most efﬁcient way, no matter which application they are using.

BENEFITS


Instant Contextual Microlearning



Faster Digital Adoption



Boost Productivity



Higher User Conﬁdence



Reduce Support Tickets



No More Costly Training Sessions

200+ COMPANIES TRUST VISUALSP

FEATURES
In-Context Learning within the
Web Browser

Essential Training within
Microsoft Teams

Training and help in the context of
where your users are working.

Complete access to hundreds of
Microsoft 365 training asset.

Interactive Walkthroughs

Pop-Up Videos

Give your users their very own
on-demand personal coach,
guiding them step by step.

Show instructional videos directly on
top of the user’s own environment.

Inline Help

Alerts and Notiﬁcations

Provide on-demand information
and help for elements on your
pages.

Ensure your users see important
communications by using splash
screens on top of their application.

Announcement Banners

Full Usage Analytics Reporting

Display updates at the top or
bottom of any application to ensure
that they are never missed.

Get in-depth usage report about how
employees are utlizing help items.

TESTIMONIALS

CHRIS REYNOLDS
Head of System Development
NHS

DAN HOLME
Director at Microsoft

“Our Microsoft 365 journey has taken a couple
of years and we knew the tools were out there,
but our users appeared confused and adoption
was suffering. Support tickets for how-to’s were
at an all-time high and that is where VisualSP
came in. VisualSP has given my team their
time back to prioritize other projects and
strengthen our organization.”
“VisualSP has really got this idea nailed and has
taken the extraordinary library of video snippets
and added them in-context.”

Just-in-Time Learning®
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